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Ukraine war raises specter of 
‘famine’ in parts of the world

European bloc working on plan to help farmers
KYIV: The war by Russia in Ukraine risks causing
famine in parts of the world because of the two
countries’ roles as major agricultural exporters, EU
ministers in Brussels warned yesterday.

The European bloc is working on a plan to
increase the area of EU land able to be given over
to farm production, ease import restrictions on ani-
mal feed and looking at more direct aid to EU farm-
ers, agricultural ministers said as they held a meet-
ing. The conflict “soon will bring risks of famine,”
impacting food security not just in Europe but
worldwide, France’s foreign minister, Jean-Yves Le
Drian, said as he went into a separate meeting of his
EU counterparts in Brussels.

“We need to take up the issue of global food
security because we know the scale of cereal pro-
duction, particularly from Ukraine and Russia, and
we see the consequences of the war,” he said.

Ukraine and Russia are among the biggest
exporters of farm-grown foodstuffs and fertilizers,
notably of wheat, maize, rapeseed, sunflower seeds
and sunflower oil. Russia is also the biggest supplier
of nitrogen fertilizers and the second-biggest of
potassic and phosphorous fertilizers.

With Ukraine’s access to its ports cut off by the
Russian invasion and oilseed production halted, and
Russia increasingly isolated from export markets
and its entire economy under sanctions pressure,
those supplies are shrinking fast. International
prices for grains and fertilizers, as a consequence,

could soar by between eight and 22 percent, the
UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) said
last week.

Sky-high prices for oil-needed to ship supplies
by sea-will only compound the problem, with vul-
nerable countries to bear the brunt, the FAO said.

It projected that the number of undernourished
people could increase by eight to 13 million people
over the course of this year and next, mainly in the
Asia-Pacific, sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East
and North Africa. Oxfam, the British-based charity,
noted that a staple like bread is unaffordable in
many low-income countries because the wheat is
imported.

In a statement, Oxfam urged donor governments
to “bridge the gap between what people can pay
and higher prices and deliver much needed aid to
people facing severe hunger”.

But Austrian Agriculture Minister Elisabeth
Koestinger said that, “in the coming months of the
year and beyond, we have to assume that there will
be a shortage of cereals, which are very important
for food aid worldwide”. While the European Union
has enough to feed itself and is a net exporter of
farm-grown food because of its generous agricul-
tural subsidies, the Ukraine war could nevertheless
impact the cost of animal feed.

Finnish Agriculture Minister Jari Leppa said the
EU package should include sufficient flexibility for
member states “to tailor support schemes to their

own specific needs”.
His Spanish counterpart, Luis Planas Puchades,

said that beyond the main lines of the planned EU
steps, “it is quite possible that the Commission will

put on the table some private stockpiling measures
in the pig sector”. He also said the rising costs of
fuel needed to be looked at for fishing vessels, of
which Spain boasts a sizeable fleet. — AFP 
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Japan presses
UAE to pump
more oil as war
spikes prices
TOKYO: Japan on Sunday urged the
United Arab Emirates to pump more
oil to calm markets rocked by Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine, the latest major
consumer to lobby Gulf producers.

The plea by Japan’s Foreign
Minister Yoshimasa Hayashi came dur-
ing meetings with Emirati officials
which coincided with a visit by
Germany’s economy minister, three
weeks into the Russian offensive.

British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson also flew to the UAE and
Saudi Arabia to push for more oil this
week in a bid to ease prices of over
$100 a barrel and secure non-Russian
supplies.

Hayashi asked “the UAE to con-
tribute to the stabilization of the inter-
national oil market by supplying a
greater amount of oil, securing spare

productive capacity as a leading mem-
ber of OPEC+”, a Japanese foreign
ministry spokesperson told an online
briefing. The UAE supplies about a
third of Japan’s oil imports. There was
no promise of more production from
the UAE, which has stressed its align-
ment with the OPEC+ oil alliance that
includes Russia.

Hayashi’s talks with UAE Foreign
Minister Abdullah bin Zayed Al-
Nahyan and Industry Minister Sultan
Al-Jaber come after Prime Minister
Fumio Kishida made the same request
in phone calls with the Emirati and
Saudi leadership this week. The UAE
“may be more willing to open the taps”
than Saudi Arabia as it wants to capi-
talize on its oil reserves more quickly,
Torbjorn Soltvedt, Middle East and
North Africa analyst at Verisk
Maplecroft, told AFP this week. The
UAE’s ambassador to the United States
last week signaled it favored higher
production in OPEC+, sending prices
lower. But the UAE reaffirmed its com-
mitment to OPEC+ just a day later.

Calls to raise oil production have so
far fallen on deaf ears. “I think you
need to talk to the Saudis about that,”
Johnson said after his trip to Riyadh,

when asked if he had won any guaran-
tees for more oil.

Analysts say oil producers don’t
have the spare capacity to replace
Russian exports, and are reluctant to
cause a rift with their OPEC+ partner.
They also fear creating market panic if
all reserve capacity is used up, analyst
Amena Baker from Energy Intelligence

told AFP this month.
However, Germany announced a

long-term energy partnership with
Qatar on Sunday as it looks to reduce
its dependence on Russian gas. The
agreement came following a visit to
Doha by German Minister for
Economic Affairs Robert Habeck, who
then travelled to the UAE. —AFP

ABU DHABI: A handout image provided by the United Arab Emirates News Agency (WAM)
yesterday shows the Emirati Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation
Abdullah bin Zayed Al Nahyan (right) with the Japanese Foreign Minister Yoshimasa
Hayashi a day earlier in Abu Dhabi. —AFP

MANILA: The Philippines yesterday eased restric-
tions to allow foreign ownership of airline, telecom-
munications and shipping operators, as it seeks to
boost jobs and spur activity in the virus-hit econo-
my. The archipelago nation has long struggled to
attract foreign money, as red-tape, corruption and
political uncertainty scared off investors who instead
pumped billions of dollars into neighboring nations.

The amendments to the 85-year-old Public
Service Act are the latest effort to woo foreign
investment and increase competition in sectors long
dominated by a few local players. “I believe that with
this law, the easing of foreign equity restrictions will
attract more global investors, modernize several sec-
tors of public service and improve the delivery of
essential services,” outgoing President Rodrigo
Duterte said as he signed off on the changes.

Trade Secretary Ramon Lopez said foreign equi-
ty restrictions would be “eased out” in several sec-
tors, including telecommunications, shipping, air-
lines, railway and subways.

The amendments do not apply to sectors classi-
fied as public utilities, such as water and electricity
distribution, where foreign equity remains capped at
40 percent. The president retains the power to block
a proposed foreign takeover of a public service.
Experts welcomed the relaxation but cautioned more
needed to be done to boost confidence in the coun-
try’s investment environment. “Opening the door
does not necessarily mean they will all enter, because
it will depend on their review on the feasibility of
coming in,” said Alvin Ang, an economics professor
at Ateneo de Manila University. “They might ask for
something else, so that may require fixing or renovat-
ing ... that could be ease of doing business, that could
be governance, that could be regulatory capacity,
that could be quality of support.”

A 2020 index published by the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development shows the
Philippines has some of the most restrictive foreign
direct investment rules in the world. The Philippines
ranked 95 out of 190 countries in the World Bank’s

“Doing Business 2020” report. “In itself, it’s good,
but then you also have to consider other factors that
will affect investment sentiment,” said Filomeno Sta.
Ana, executive director of Action for Economic
Reforms.  “The outcome of the 2022 elections will be
very critical in shaping investments and the econo-
my. If we can get a good leader, interventions like
the Public Service Act will provide an additional
boost to investor sentiment optimism.” Filipinos are
set to elect a new president on May 9. — AFP
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Russia bans Instagram 
and Facebook 
as ‘extremist’
MOSCOW: A Russian court yesterday banned
Facebook and Instagram as “extremist”, part of
sweeping efforts by Moscow to crack down on
social media during the conflict in Ukraine.

The Russian authorities have accused US tech
giant Meta-the parent company of Facebook,
Instagram and WhatsApp-of tolerating
“Russophobia” since President Vladimir Putin sent
troops into Ukraine on February 24. Facebook and
Twitter have been inaccessible in Russia since early
March and Instagram was blocked in the country a
week ago.

Moscow’s Tverskoi district court acceded to a
request from prosecutors for the two social media
platforms to be banned for “carrying out extremist
activities”. It ruled that Meta’s WhatsApp messen-
ger service would not be prohibited because it is
not used to post public statements. There was no
immediate comment from Meta.

During Monday’s hearing, Russia’s FSB security
service accused Meta of working against the inter-
ests of Moscow and its army during the conflict.

“The activities of the Meta organization are
directed against Russia and its armed forces,” FSB
representative Igor Kovalevsky told the court in a
statement reported by Russian news agencies.

“We ask (the court) to ban Meta’s activities and
oblige it to implement this ruling immediately,” he
said. Meta had announced on March 10 that the
platforms would allow statements like “death to
Russian invaders” but not credible threats against
civilians. But in what appeared to be damage con-
trol, Meta’s global affairs president, Nick Clegg, lat-
er said the laxer rules would only apply to people
posting from inside Ukraine.

Is posting safe? 
In court, a Meta representative said that “follow-

ing public debate” the company had now changed
its policy and deemed that “Russophobia and calls
for violence against Russian citizens are unaccept-
able”. Experts said yesterday it remained unclear
whether it was now illegal for ordinary Russians to
post on Facebook and Instagram. Net Freedoms
Project said Russians could use Meta’s social media
“carefully”-for now.

The rights project noted that the prosecution
said Russians cannot be prosecuted for simply
using the social media. “This means that it can be
safe to have accounts and post on Instagram and
Facebook,” Net Freedoms Project said. It pointed
out however that those purchasing Facebook and
Instagram advertising could be prosecuted for
financing an extremist organization. — AFPFed prepared 

to raise rates 
‘aggressively’
WASHINGTON: The US central bank
is prepared to raise interest rates by
bigger steps than the quarter-point
hike announced last week if needed to
contain “much too high” inflation,
Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell
said yesterday. Consumer prices in the

world’s largest economy have surged to
the highest seen in four decades, and
the Fed last week raised the benchmark
lending rate for the first time since the
COVID-19 pandemic began to try to
tamp down inflation pressures.

“If we conclude that it is appropri-
ate to move more aggressively by rais-
ing the federal funds rate by more than
25 basis points at a meeting or meet-
ings, we will do so,” he said in a speech
to an economics conference. Inflation
was already rising before the Russian
invasion of Ukraine added to new price
pressures and supply chain impedi-

ments that could spill over to the US
economy, he told the National
Association for Business Economics.

“There is an obvious need to move
expeditiously” to remove the stimulus
the Fed provided to the American
economy during the pandemic, but
Powell said central bankers are pre-
pared to go beyond “neutral” and
tighten policy if needed to achieve
their goal. 

Last week’s rate hike was billed as
the first in a series, and several policy-
makers have expressed willingness-or
the need-to move in bigger steps. “We

are committed to restoring price stabil-
ity while preserving a strong labor
market,” Powell said. He was optimistic
the Fed can achieve that without tip-
ping the US economy into a recession,
an elusive goal known as a “soft land-
ing.” Even with the oil price shock
sparked by the conflict in Ukraine, he
noted that “today the economy is very
strong and is well positioned to handle
tighter monetary policy.”

But he cautioned that “very little is
straightforward in the current context,”
and there is high uncertainty about the
impact of the war. —AFP


